Master Gardener Interview Evaluation Form

Your assessment and impressions of this applicant – to be filled out immediately after the interview.

Name of applicant __________________________________

Suitability for the program (check one):

____ Outstanding  ____ Very Good _____Good _____ Fair ____ Poor

Use the following categories as guidelines to record your impressions:

Personality (enthusiastic, outgoing, reserved):

Ability to communicate:

Honesty, integrity:

Ability to work with others:

Any potential problems:

Other comments:

Ethnic or minority affiliation (Don’t ask this question; make your own judgment. The Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service is required by court order to report to the race and gender of all contacts. The Master Gardener program also strives for racial integration.)

______Asian ______Black _______Hispanic _____American Indian ___ Handicapped

Interviewed and evaluated by ___________________________________________________